This paper proposes a guideline to determine Thai elementary discourse units (EDUs) based on rhetorical structure theory. Carson and Marcu's (2001) guideline for segmenting English EDUs is modified to propose a suitable guideline for segmenting EDUs in Thai. The proposed principles are used in tagging EDUs for constructing a corpus of discourse tree structures. It can also be used as the basis for implementing automatic Thai EDU segmentation. The problems of determining Thai EDUs both manually and automatically are also explored and discussed in this paper.
Introduction
Elementary discourse unit or EDU is a building block that can combine together to form a larger unit or structure in discourse. It is significant to applications that process discourse such as text summarization, machine translation, text generation, and discourse parsing. In some applications e.g. text summarization and machine translation, an EDU is suitable to be used as an input than a sentence or a paragraph since it is smaller and contains a single piece of information, In addition, in languages in which sentence boundaries are not clearly marked like Thai, determining an EDU would be more practical and more useful since an EDU serves as a building block for constructing the discourse structure. However, little study has been devoted to Thai elementary discourse unit. Previous research on Thai discourse structure (Charoensuk, 2005; Sinthupoun, 2009; Katui et al., 2012) did not clearly discussed how to determine an EDU in Thai. Determining an EDU is not an easy task. As a result, Carson and Marcu (2001) had developed a guideline for determining an EDU in English, which is used for tagging discourse tree structure. In this paper, our objective is to propose a guideline to determine Thai EDUs. The proposal is grounded on the framework of rhetorical structure theory by Mann and Thomson (1988) . The background knowledge related to our paper will be discussed in section 2. Data used in this work is described in section 3. In section 4, principles for segmenting Thai EDU are proposed. Problems arisen with Thai EDU segmentation are explored in section 5. The last section will be the conclusion.
Background knowledge
To analyze the structure of text, the text has to be segmented into pieces of information and linked together to reflect the coherence of text. Rhetorical structure theory (RST), one of the most widely used in both linguistics and computational linguistics, was proposed by Mann and Thomson (1988) to explain discourse structure of written texts. Briefly, RST explains the discourse relation of two spans of texts. It explains how parts of text are organized and formed into a larger structure of text which can be represented as a tree structure. For any two spans of text, one of them will have a specific relation to the other. The one that is more essential is the nucleus while the other one functioning as a supporting text is a satellite unit. The discourse tree is described on the basis of successive rhetorical relation between these discourse units. The terminal node of the tree structure represents the minimal unit of the discourse called elementary discourse unit or EDU. Relation that holds between two EDUs can be mononuclear or multinuclear. Mononuclear relation holds between two units which are a nucleus and a satellite. Multinuclear relation holds between two units which are both nucleus. An example of RST analysis of an English text is shown in Figure 1 . In this example, the structure is composed of six discourse unit. Units 2-6 are hold together with the relation LIST. All of these units then have a relation PURPOSE with the first discourse unit. Figure 1 . RST tree structure of English text "They parcel out money so that their clients can find temporary living, buy food, replace lost clothing, repair broken water heaters, and replaster walls." (Carson and Marcu, 2001) However, RST does not specify what minimal discourse unit should look like. It only provides general explanation of the relation among those units in discourse. Later, Carson and Marcu (2001) who were trying to interpret and make use of the theory, proposed a guideline to determine an EDU in English in his discourse tagging reference manual for building an annotated RST corpus (Carson et al., 2001; Carson and Marcu, 2001) . Their EDUs were based on the balance between granularity of tagging and ability to identify units consistently. It is wellrecognized that their EDU determination is widely accepted, and thus, has been adapted in other research concerning the use of EDU. Carson and Marcu's EDU is not always a clause or sentence. Phrases can be EDU too but with restricted conditions. Coordinated verb phrases are not treated as separate EDUs if they are transitive verbs sharing the same direct object or intransitive verbs sharing a modifier.
There are a few studies on Thai discourse structure in computational aspect. Those studies determined an EDU differently. That is, Sinthupoun (2009) and Katui et al. (2012) took only clauses as EDUs while Charoensuk (2005) took clauses and phrases with strong discourse markers as EDUs. Charoensuk and Katui et al.'s works are based on RST. However, they did not provide a clear explanation of what should be considered an EDU in Thai. In this paper, our focus is proposing a guideline for determining Thai EDUs boundaries and exploring problems in segmenting Thai EDUs.
Data collection
The data used in this paper are collected from the Thai National Corpus (TNC). We choose only written academic texts because written and spoken languages differ on the structure of discourse. Our written data are randomly selected from 3 domains which are liberal arts, social sciences, and sciences, about 2,000 EDUs in total. Carson and Marcu's principles for English EDU determination are adapted and adjusted to suit the Thai data. At the end, the basic principles for Thai EDU segmentation are listed as the guideline for segmentation. The guideline will be discussed in the next section following by problems of Thai EDU segmentation.
Basic principles for Thai EDU segmentation
In this section, we present a guideline for segmenting Thai EDUs on the basis of the data as described in the previous section. Our goal is to determine the minimal units in every possible structure in discourse. The proposed principles to segment Thai EDU must be clear enough to be used consistently. After segmenting, those EDUs should be able to combine together to reflect the rhetorical relation holding between them.
In this study, the conventions used in our examples are as follows. The EDUs are marked in square brackets. Boldface and italic are used to highlight items being mentioned. Subscripts indicate the number of unit. We follow basic idea that clauses and noun phrases with strong markers are treated as EDUs. The proposed principles to determine what is or is not a Thai EDU are listed below.
Finite clauses
Finite verb is a verb form that can function as a root of a clause. In some languages, finite verb can be inflected for gender, person, number, tense, aspect, mood, and/or voice. However, Thai is an isolating language, its verbs do not inflect to show whether they are finite or non-finite. The criterion to test whether the verb in question is finite or non-finite is to insert an auxiliary such as ต้ อง-'must', ควร-'should', จะ-'irrealis marker', เคย-'perfective marker' or ก ำลั ง-'progressive marker'. Only finite verbs can co-occur with those words (Hoonchamlong, 1991; Yaowapat and Prasithrathsint, 2008) . A clause can be classified into a finite clause and a non-finite clause according to finiteness of verb. Like Carson and Marcu's basic principle, we treat a finite clause as EDU but with some exception which will be discussed later. If it starts with a discourse marker, that marker is treated as a part of EDU. In contrast, non-finite clause is not treated as EDU.
A finite clause can be independent or dependent clause. Independent or main clause is a clause that can stand alone while dependent or subordinate clause cannot stand alone and always depends on the main clause. Independent and dependent clauses can link together with a subordinate conjunction and hold mononuclear relation whereas two independent clauses can be combined with a coordinate conjunction and hold multinuclear relation between them.
On the basis of function, a dependent clause can be divided into subject/object clause, finite relative clause, and adverbial clause. According to Carson and Marcu's EDU determination, relative clause and adverbial clause are marked as EDUs while subject or object clause is not EDU. Furthermore, coordinate clauses are also treated as EDUs while coordinate verb phrases are not. We will discuss more about these types of dependent clause below.
Subject and object clause
A clause functioning as subject or object of predicate is not treated as separate EDU because it is not a modifying part of any text portion and cannot be omitted or separated into a stand-alone unit. Moreover, subject or object clause does not hold any relation to the matrix clause. Example of subject clause is shown below in boldface.
[ 
Finite relative clause
A finite relative clause is a type of dependent clause and also a noun modifying clause. It will be treated as an EDU. In Thai, relative clause can be formed by either gap strategy or pronoun retention strategy. A relative clause formed by gap strategy does not contain any overt coreference to the head noun while a relative clause formed by pronoun retention contains a pronoun realizing the head noun in the relative clause. The clause may or may not be introduced by a relativizer. Thai relativizers include ที ่ -'that', ซึ ่ ง-'that', and อั น-'that'. (Yaowapat and Prasithrathsint, 2008) . Example is shown below with relative clause in boldface.
Adverbial clauses
Adverbial clause is a clause that combines with the other clause to give additional information through some rhetorical relation of time, manner, condition, reason, etc. Generally, this type of dependent clause is marked by a subordinate conjunction. Each type of subordinate conjunction is an important clue for identifying rhetorical relation because its grammatical meaning can tell what kind of rhetorical relation two clauses are holding. For instance, purposive conjunctions เพื ่ อ-'for' and เพื ่ อว่ ำ-'for that' show purpose relation while contrastive conjunctions แต่ -'but' and ส่ วน-'whereas' show contrast relation between two clauses. (Chanawangsa, 1986; Matthiessen, 2002) The following example shows how adverbial clause in boldface is segmented into EDU.
Non-finite relative clauses
We do not treat non-finite relative clause as a separate EDU because of its non-finite status of verb. Non-finite relative clause or reduced relative clause is a type of noun modifier without a relativizer. The verb in this type of relative clause is non-finite, therefore, cannot co-occur with auxiliaries or tense-aspect markers. For instance, "ดี "in "คนดี "-'nice people' is a non-finite relative clause used for modifying the head noun "คน" (Yaowapat and Prasithrathsint, 2006 
Clausal complements
A complement is a constituent of a clause and an obligatory element that completes the meaning of its head (Dowty, 2003 In contrast, non-finite clausal complement is not treated as EDU. According to Jenks (2006) , the complements in Thai are usually introduced by infinitival complementizer. The complementizer ที ่ จะ-'that+irrealis marker' and ที ่ ว่ ำ-'that+say' is used to introduce the clausal complement of noun while ที ่ จะ and จะ is found in the clausal complement of verbs, except for that of attributive verbs mentioned above. The following examples show an EDU containing clausal complement of noun and of verb in boldface and their heads in italic.
Serial verb construction
Serial verb construction (SVC) is one of the common characteristics of the Thai language. Thai SVC can be classified into basic and nonbasic types. The basic SVC consists of two contiguous verb phrases with no overt linker while non-basic type consists of two or more verbs interrupted by markers or objects of verb (Thepkanjana, 1986; Takahashi, 2009 ). According to Foley and Olson (1985) , each verb in SVC has the same status as predicate and they are all finite. Moreover, there are some studies about negation in Thai SVC. It is found that negation word ไม่ -'not' can occur in front of the first verb and also in the middle of serial verbs (Takahashi, 1996) . Though this evidence proves the finiteness status of Thai verbs in serial, SVC expresses only one unite single event and represents one piece of information. This comes to our decision that SVC should be treated as a single clause and segmented into a single EDU. The following example is Thai SVC with direct object in the middle of two verbs. The whole construction is treated as one EDU with serial verbs in boldface.
Cleft
Cleft is one of focusing devices used to emphasize a particular element. Although it appears as a complex clause consisting of one independent and one dependent clause, there is no rhetorical relation between them. Like Carson and Marcu's criteria for English, Thai cleft is not treated as a separate EDU. Thai cleft construction can be noticed by the copula เป็ น-'be' or คื อ-'be', which is the main verb of the whole cleft construction followed by a cleft clause, which is usually a relative clause (Taladngoen, 2012 
Same unit construction
Sometimes, a clause is split up by an insertion of another clause. Carson and Marcu (2001) proposed a multinuclear pseudo-relation called "same-unit" which is the relation holding between two parts of the clause that is being interrupted. Though being separated part, the same-unit construction is treated as one single EDU. Same unit constructions can be found in construction with relative clauses, appositives, and parentheticals. The following example shows an embedded unit in normal font and a split EDU in boldface. The units subscripted as 1 and 3 are same unit constructions and are treated as one EDU.
Punctuation
Punctuation is treated as a part of EDU. In Thai, some punctuation can be used to identify EDU boundary. From the data, we observed that punctuation that is always at the end of EDU is question mark (?). Punctuation that is in pairs and usually found at the beginning and the end of EDU is parenthesis ((…)) and quotation marks ("…"). Other punctuation such as dash (-), separator in numbered lists, comma (,), period (.), colon (:), semi colon (;), Thai punctuation used to abbreviate certain words (ฯ), Thai punctuation used to indicate more of a like kind (ฯลฯ), and Thai punctuation used to indicate repetition (ๆ) usually appear inside EDU and do not play a role in EDU boundary identification.
Implementation
To ensure that the proposed principles above are suitable for automatic segmentation, we did a pilot on automatic EDU segmentation. A set of training data (90%) and testing data (10%) are prepared using this guideline. The system relies on Thai word segmentation and POS tagging as preprocessing. We used support vector machine training algorithm to build a model that assigns EDU boundaries of strings of texts. In a preliminary experiment in which 240 EDUs are used in the testing, the precision is 95% and the recall is 70%. This indicates that the proposed principles are practical for automatic EDU segmentation.
Problem with Thai EDUs segmentation
Based on the use of the proposed principles on the test data, we found some characteristics of the Thai language that pose difficulties in identifying EDU boundaries. The problems we encountered are as follows. First, Thai verbs have only one form and are not inflected for any grammatical information. Therefore, they are difficult to be determined whether they are finite or non-finite. But since finiteness of verb is the main criterion for EDU determination, this topic becomes an issue for both manual and automatic EDU segmentation. For manual EDU segmentation, it can be solved because there are criteria to test whether the verb is finite or non-finite. Since a finite verb is the locus of grammatical information such as tense, aspect, and mood, we can test finiteness of verb by observing whether the verb in question co-occur with time adverbs and aspect/mood markers such as จะ-'irrealis marker', เคย-'perfective marker', ก ำลั ง-'progressive marker', and แล้ ว-'perfective marker'. In the case that there is no overt marker, we can try inserting some of those markers to verify its finiteness. In a similar way, we can test whether the verb is non-finite by inserting infinitival markers จะ'irrealis marker', ที ่ จะ-'that+irrealis marker' and ที ่ ว่ ำ-'that+say' since a non-finite clause is usually introduced by these markers However, testing finiteness of verb by inserting tense, aspect, mood markers, and infinitival markers requires Thai native speaker to judge whether the sentence is valid or not. This method is not suitable for automatic segmentation. How to determine finiteness automatically is a challenging task.
The second problem is about Thai compound noun. In Thai, a new word can be created by forming a compound noun. One pattern of noun compound is a noun + a transitive verb (+ a noun). For example, หม้ อกรองอำกำศ-'air filter' is composed of a noun หม้ อ-'pot', a transitive verb กรอง-'filter', and a noun อำกำศ-'air'. This compound noun may be incorrectly detected as a sentence by a machine because its pattern is the same as a sentence (Kriengket et al., 2007) . Thus, to avoid this kind of mistake in EDU segmentation, compound noun boundary must be disambiguated first.
The third problem is about syntactic ambiguity of a relative clause as in this example ลู กหลำน ของคนยากจน-'descendants of people that are poor'.
The verb ยำกจน-'poor' in boldface can be analyzed as a relative clause without a relativizer or a non-finite relative clause with คน-'people' in italic as its head noun. The difficulty in EDU segmentation is that this type of relative clause does not have any clue to show that it is a nonfinite clause and should not be marked as EDU. Moreover, the word ยำกจน-'poor' can be seen as a modifying verb and the string คนยำกจน-'people + poor' can be analyzed as a compound noun-'poor people'. In the latter case, it will be the problem of compound noun identification discussed earlier.
The fourth problem is concerned with Thai SVC. This is not quite a problem when segmenting EDUs manually. But when it comes to segmenting EDUs by a machine, Thai SVC identification can be a difficult task. Since Thai SVC is a complex predicate structure consisting of two or more finite verbs in which each verb can have its object, it can be very confusing whether each verb phrase should be segmented into separate EDU or not. For example from the previous section, the verb รอคอย-'wait' takes โชคชะตำ-'destiny' as its direct object, serialized verbs มำ พลิ กผั น-'come + change' takes ชี วิ ต-'life' as its direct object, and serialized verbs ให้ แปรเปลี ่ ยนไป- 'give + alter + go' has no object. The correct EDU segmentation is that the whole SVC should be marked as one single EDU. This is why automatic segmenting SVC is a challenging task.
[ขณะเดี ยวกั นก็ รอคอยโชคชะตำมาพลิ กผั นชี วิ ตให้ แปรเปลี ่ ยนไป]
(Literally) meanwhile + discourse marker + wait + destiny + come + change + life + give + alter + go (Translation) Meanwhile, ∅ wait for the destiny to come and change the life. The fifth problem is about clauses with no overt discourse marker. Discourse marker is not only an important clue to help identify the EDU boundary but it also signals the type of rhetorical relation holding between clauses. Normally, a subordinate clause and coordinate clause are linked to the other clause by a discourse marker. However, it is possible for two clauses to have rhetorical relation to each other without a discourse marker between them. As in the example below, two clauses are holding consequence relation between them without a consequence marker. Without the presence of overt marker, a machine may find it difficult to identify EDU boundary.
[ The ambiguity of spaces can also cause a big problem for EDU segmentation. In Thai, text is written without a space between words. Instead, a space is used in Thai text to segment parts of discourse. However, the use of space in Thai text can be ambiguous because not every space functions as a sentence or clause separator. This is because Thai does not have strict and precise convention of using a space. Thus, we cannot rely on every space to determine EDU boundaries. To illustrate, the following sentences are all correct and the meanings are the same, even though the spaces are placed in different positions. Still, their EDU boundaries are all the same.
[ In addition, Thai words can have multiple meanings. For instance, a discourse marker ส่ วน-'whereas' can also be a noun meaning 'part'. Yet, a discourse marker of one form may have several functions. For example, the word แล้ ว can be a sequential marker meaning 'then' and also a perfective marker meaning 'already'. Therefore, POS tagging has to be applied correctly before doing automatic EDU segmentation.
Conclusion
The principles of Thai EDU determination proposed in this paper can be used as a guideline to segment Thai EDUs in written text. The creation of EDU segmented corpus is the first step in building a resource for the study of Thai discourse structure and automatically EDU segmentation. We believe that EDU is a suitable unit to be an input for Thai text processing because Thai writing system does not use any explicit marker for sentence boundary. Thai discourse is a continuation of text chunks holding together with or without a connection or a discourse marker. However, we found that determining EDUs in Thai text is not clear and easy especially for a machine. Further studies on automatic EDU segmentation using machine learning algorithms should be explored. But in order to do this, a corpus which is EDU segmented using the principles proposed in this study has to be built first. Therefore, the guideline proposed in this paper is the essential first step for this line of study.
